Rutherford was an example of the danger and folly of cultivating thoughts and reading books to which he was not equal. It is all very well that remarkable persons should occupy themselves with exalted subjects which are out of the ordinary road, but we who are not remarkable make a very great mistake if we have anything to do with them. -W. HALE WHITE, preface to the second edition of The Autobiography of Mark Rutherford.
PATHOLOGISTS are such practical people that I feel that I am straining the -privilege of a presidential address about as far as it will go in attempting to discuss such a topic as the relation between things which we call alive and things which we call dead. But, though we seldom have opportunities of talking about them, we all have our speculative moments when we wonder about things in general and try to put together some sort of lay figure on which we can hang the facts which interest us and see how they fit, and I should like to take this chance of getting rid of some of my own imaginings and sketching the Jemima on which they seem to look fairly presentable. And I do this in a gathering of pathologists because a good deal of light is thrown on the whole question of "live" and "dead" by the "filtrable viruses," "agents," "bacteriophages," and what not, in which we have been so much interested in recent years.
I do not propose to enter at length on the old controversy between vitalism and mechanism. Pathologists might with advantage have taken a greater share in it than they have, for it would take a hardened mechanician to maintain his faith in face of our daily experience of repair adaptation and all the other purposive compensations for injury of which the body is so abundantly capable. Unfortunately our facts have not been widely known to those who have felt inclined to discuss the question. As far as I can see, the attempt to "explain life by chemistry and physics" has completely failed. It was thought at one time that if only the microscope could be made to magnify enough, we should see life going on; the present contempt for histology is I suppose a sort of revenge on the wretched limitations of the instrument. Hope was then transferred to biochemistry, which has done just what the microscope did-it has helped us enormously to understand the mechanisms of live things and not at all to explain life; let us hope that it will not sink to the same degraded position. But if vitalism has had the best of the argument, it has not led to a very profitable or a very satisfactory position. Vitalism is often mysticism, and (which is why mechanism has been so popular) any dualistic interpretation of the world is always repugnant to natural human instincts. But it is possible to escape dualism in another way, and I suggest that the vitalistic controversy in anything like the form it has taken during the last forty years is out of date, that instead of emphasizing the differences between live and dead things we should make as much as we can of their similarities, and that instead of dividing the world into two distinct categories we should regard it as being made up of one series of units with properties which differ more in degree than. in kind. This is not the mechanistic view, for we come to it, not by explaining live things by dead things, but by realizing that the characteristics of live organisms appear also in dead matter. While we have been waiting for life to be explained in terms of chemistry and physics, a good deal has been done towards stating chemistry and physics in terms of life. Of course, no "explanation" of either live or dead has Not,-PATH. 1. been given; the behaviour of an atom is just as mysterious as the behaviour of a wasp, and neither "ex-plains" the other any more than a trypanosome explains a whale. But it is something of a comfort if we can believe that at bottom they both behave in much the same way; we can have one lay figure instead of two, and if its coat and trousers are not made of exactly the same stuff we may find them in reasonable harmony with one another.
Picking up such rumours as he might of what is going on in other lines than his own, every biologist must have been struck by the curious familiarity of several of the conceptions which in this century have gone to start the revolution in atomic physics which has pulled the universe in pieces and has perhaps not yet quite succeeded in pUttiDg it together again. The ideas are familiar because they were originally biological-derived from the study of live thiDgs and applied to their explanation. Let (a) It is one of the characteristics of life that it is exhibited by discrete units which we know as organisms. As Powell White says, there is no such thing as living matter, there are only live organisms, and in so far as they are alive 0 1 cow or 1-35 cabbage are impossibilities. The enterprising surgeon could, of course, easily make something which was structurally about three-quarters of a cow and, I daresay, even less, but what was left after he had done with it would be either a cow or not a cow-its essential cowness cannot be other than integral. The live world is made up of such discontinuous pieces: so, we now learn, is the dead world. The notion that all matter is particulate is of immemorial antiquity, and as we go further in its ultimate analysis we come always to particles of ever-decreasing size: fractional atomic weights are as impossible as fractional animals: the quantum theory tells us that energy is also parcelled out in bits; light consists of particles and, though the ether dies hard, the belief that there is anywhere a continuum-something without a grained structure-has been almost entirely abandoned. Discontinuities-in the structure of atoms and in the sizes of the stars-are now as characteristic of the dead world as of the live.
(b) When Rutherford and Soddy made people believe that one element really could be derived from another, they did for dead things what Darwin had done for live things: indeed they did rather more, for they backed their proposal with experimental proof which neither Darwin nor anyone else had produced in the biological sphere. In neither instance was the idea wholly new; suggestions of various kinds had adumbrated the change. Evolution" was originally used in reference to the cosmos, but it was from zoology and botany that it spread through the descriptions of all human experience before it was applied to what had been supposed to be the ultimate verities of matter. And now, neglecting the time factor, chemical elements are not necessarily more stable than zoological species. For practical purposes lead is lead and a dog is a dog, but now we have to apply to-both the reservation that they have not always been so, and cannot be trusted to be so indefinitely in the future.
The disintegration of the radio-active elements takes place automatically: it cannot be started, stopped, controlled or modified: its progress is simply a question of the lapse of time.
The modes by which organic evolution has been supposed to take place are beyond our discussion, but it is not impossible that it follows the same plan. Osborn and other experts hold that the course of any evolutionary sequence of animals is predetermined from the beginning: this " orthogenesis " may be interfered with by circumstances and opportunities, for live organisms are obviously liable to meet conditions in this world which they cannot resist, and which may deflect them from a predestined track or bring them to an end altogether: dead elements meet their difficulties elsewhere in the universe.
(e) The classification of the elements which have developed by this evolutionary process recalls the familiar schemes of botanists and zoologists which show at once the affinities of animals and plants to one another and (though here there is of course a certain amount of guess work) their phylogenetic relationships. Animals were originally classified by characters wbich we now believe to be largely immaterialsize, shape, habitat and any other obvious features: Mr. Gladstone thought whales were fishes and bats birds, and plenty of people still suspect a slow-worm of being a snake. About 150 years ago comparative anatomy began to get them into more natural groups, and evolution added the criterion of descent in determining the system which prevails at present. Much the same has happened in classifying the elements into something better than a series of arbitrary pigeon-holes. Their discovery was the first step, much more difficult than the apprehension of animal species. The progress of chemistry then showed that they fell into groups akin to vital genera or families or phyla (we cannot guess at what level the analogy is closest), and the discovery of inorganic evolution and isotopes has brought their relationsbips to a suggestively biological position. Atomic weights are no longer of any great importance : what matters in classifying an element is its atomic number which determines its position in the periodic table and is a summary of its comparative anatomy and a clue to its history. An element (e.g. lead) may arise by more than one line of descent, which is what a biologist would call " evolution by convergence." The isotopes into which Aston has dissected many of the elements correspond to the groups of closely-allied species which embarrass the systematist and with which bacteriologists are familiar enough. Perhaps if they had sugar reactions or could be agglutinated, or indeed had a few more perceptible characters of any sort they might be easier to distinguish. (d) If a man and a bicycle are smashed up together in a common catastrophe, the man mends himself, the bicycle does not. This capacity of self-repair is one of the greatest characteristics of live organisms: indeed, if one wishes to define shortly the subject matter of pathology I doubt if one can do it better than by saying that it is the study of how organisms resist and repair injury. They repair themselves in two ways. In the larger, more complic~aeA animals we find very highly developed a capacity for individual repair which we see daily in the post-mortem room and experience continually in our own persons: it is so common that we are not impressed by it as much as we should be. Simpler things such as bacteria have little of this power of personal repair ; indeed, I doubt whether a unicellular organism under natural conditions can effectively repair and recover from a substantial injury any more than can the individual cells of higher animals. But they achieve the same ends by other means, and owing to their numerical abundance and their high capacity for reproduction they can allow the injured individual to perish and readily replace him with a new one. Individually or racially, therefore, organisms repair themselves. Atoms seem to be able to do the same. All gross matter is made up of atoms, each of which has a definite structure according to its species: as nucleus there so many hydrogen atoms with their attendant electrons and outside are so many planetary electrons. Electrons are continually being detached from atoms by various means, e.g. whenever electrical energy is manifested. Presumably an atom of e.g. iron which has lost an electron is no longer of its normal nature and substance, i.e., it has ceased to be perfect iron, and such a process would in the end lead to the iron becoming manifestly something which was not iron unless some restorative process was at work. It seems clear that injured atoms must be able to pick up electrons from somewhere to replace those which have been lost, a method of individual repair which appears to be efficient enough.
(e) Another of the great characteristics of live things is their variability. Any measurable quantity of any organism varies, and the values are distributed in some mode akin to the normal curve. Crookes suggested long ago that atoms vary in a similar way, Karl Pearson has imagined a world where contingency replaces cause and effect, and Donnan has emphasized that our chemical and physical constants are statistical, derived from the measurement of an infinite number of individuals, and summarizing, perhaps, the average values of a variable population: if biological measurements were made on the same scale, zoology and botany and even pathology might be " exact sciences " too. When we say that the atomic weight. of one of the chlorines is 35, or that the mass of the hydrogen atom is 1 650 X 10-24 grm., it may tell us no more about the individual atoms than a statement that the height of the Members of this Section of the Royal Society of Medicine was 5 ft. 8 in. would give us a view of the range of sizes which we represent. Whether atoms and molecules vary like organisms, therefore, we do not know-nor is it easy to imagine how we could find out. The possibilities of variation evidently become greater as structure becomes more complex-as we go, that is, from electrons to elaborate chemical compounds.
(f) Cane-sugar boiled with dilute hydrochloric acid is progressively hydrolysed till practically none of it is left. Analysis of the course of the reaction shows that (say) one-fifth of the original quantity is decomposed in the first five minutes, one-fifth of what remains in the next five minutes, one-fifth of what remains in the next five minutes, and so on until the amount left is inappreciablqp. This strange behaviour is accounted for by assuming that the molecules of cane-sugar go through some sort of regular rhythmical change, so that at any moment only a certain proportion of them are susceptible to the action of the water at the instigation of the acid: there is, I believe, no other justification for the assumption than that it fits the facts, and it cannot fail to remind us of the rhythmical alternations of rest and activity which are common, perhaps universal, in live organisms. If, as Chick has shown, bacteria sometimes succumb to heat or disinfectants on the same kind of plan, it is legitimate to say that they behave like the molecules of cane-sugar. But it is equally correct to say that the molecules of cane-sugar behave like bacteria. We cannot tell which is imitating the other: all we see is that the behaviour of both is similar. The conduct of the bacilli could hardly have been predicted from a knowledge of what happened to the cane-sugar. The natural supposition would have been that the molecules of which each bacillus was made up would have been destroyed logarithmically, so that the death point of all the bacilli would have been reached simultaneously-a reflection which illustrates particularly clearly the considerable truth that the discrete unit which is comparable with the molecule of cane-sugar is the whole bacillus and not one of its constituent molecules. Now, I do not want to push these analogies between atoms and organisms too far, nor indeed to claim more than that they are suggestive to an imagination which is not afraid to have its wilder moments. Atoms are very much smaller, and necessarily of much simpler structure and functions, and one would no more expect to find in them all the qualities of organisms fully developed than one would look for all that goes to make a human being in the tubercle bacillus. However, it is only because we are used to it that we accept, without emotion, the idea that an amceba is analogous to an elephant: it must have been an amazing notion when it was new.
There are two general objections which will probably occur at once to most biologists: (1) that dead elements do not show the multiplying-reproduction characteristic of organisms; (2) that organic evolution on the whole progresses from the simple towards the complex, whereas what I have called the evolution of the elements proceeds uniformly in the opposite direction. The two difficulties are rather closely related.
Organic reproduction does two things: it produces a fresh version of the old organism and it gives an opportunity for numerical increase: its final effect is to leave organisms very much where they were. Each foxglove plant in my garden goes to immense trouble to produce about 500,000 seeds, and the wasps toil earnestly all the summer to increase from one to about 1,000. But next year there will be just about as many wasps' nests as this and just about as many self-sown foxglove plants. Darwin taught us the qualitative importance of this superabundance, but, quantitatively, it is made use of only if conditions alter: it then enables organisms to fill up any gap in the environment. If my wife interferes with the natural competition among the young foxgloves we may have more -or less than last year; the vacant spaces in Bloomsbury have given us more willow herb than we had before the houses were pulled down, and when some philanthropist enables the University to put up Dr. Maxwell Garnett's skyscraper we shall have less; we make a gap for bacilli in our culture tubes and they multiply as they never did outside. Man alters his own circumstances. These catastrophic alterations in numbers are flaring examples which attract attention. Slower seecular changes in environment have the same effect, some sorts increase, others diminish, and on the whole there may be a tendency for a few large organisms to be replaced by many small ones. But, taking the facts as a whole, the capacity for reproduction does not result in more organisms than there were before: it merely enables them to adapt themselves to varying cotditions. If organisms were less comiplicated, more stable and enduring, less easily injured, and if natural selection turned out to be a fact of experience without perceptible significance, the reproduction of organisms in general might be reduced to the level at which it runs in men in England to-dab-numbers are just maintained. And if they lived longer it might be a still less important feature of their activities: an elephant does not bother about reproduction till it is 40 years old or thereabouts, a bacillus does it at an age of about 25 minutes. It will, however, need a vast increase in longevity if any approximation is to be made to the position in the dead world as we see it on this earth. It is indeed possible that there is here a real qualitative distinction between live and dead, but it seems more likely that the difference is one of mechanism rather than result, and, as we learn from biology, it is results rather than mechanisms which are important. With increasing complexity we get diminishing stability, which is presumably why there is no known element heavier or with a more elaborate structure than uranium. Units which are more complex cannot maintain themselves without the periodical remaking which we call reproduction: those which are less complex do not reproduce, because they have no need to do so.
There-is no reason to suppose that anything so like organisms as to deserve the same name exists anywhere in the universe except on the earth ; as far as live things are concerned there is no need to look further. But we cannot confine our speculations about dead things within the same limits. The stars are made of much the same elements as the earth, and material transfers take place in both directions: meteorites come and nearly all the hydrogen and methane which arises from the decomposition of cellulose by bacteria and Streptothrix flies off to celestial bodies which are dense enough to secure its permanent adherence. The relevant habitat of the elements is therefore the universe and, taking this into consideration, it is not altogether clear that somethiing like reproduction does not go on in dead things.
Though the elements seem inert and stable enough here and nothing much happens to them except the slow decomposition of those which are, in our environment, radio-active, in the immense heat of the stars atoms not only come to pieces and are dissociated into protons and electrons, but their basic structure is destroyed, positive and negative electrons fall into one another and matter is converted into radiation. In the heavens the elements disintegrate more completely than a dead cat does on earth, and unless there is somewhere some reconstruction the cosmos is coming to a material end. Lodge and Millikan think that in the depths of interstellar space, under conditions of intense cold, energy may once again become matter, radiation be reconverted into electrons which in their turn are recombined again into atoms, and so the various elements are reproduced; Jeans -doubts any such regeneration. The duty of a pathologist does not call upon him to interpose his private judgment in so nice and important a controversy, and it would be impudent to say more than that some such process would enable us to have a comfortable faith in the maintenance of the material universe. If reconstitution is shown to take place, one cannot help thinking of the nitrogen cycle, and how it was once held as certain (I was taught it as a student) that combined nitrogen was continually and irretrievably leaving the live world which must therefore inevitably come to an end; we bad not appreciated nitrifying bacteria and attached more importance to academic argument than to Moses' directions for fallowing arable land.
If the elements do go through such a cycle, it is possible that what we call their "evolution " is more analogous to the death and reproduction of organisms than to the progressive appearance of more complex forms. Very little of the cycle takes place in our own particular corner of the universe, to which the organismal cycle is limited, and it is conditioned by very different circumstances of time and space, but it has much the same result in that it leaves things where they were. Protozoa are the better for reconstitution witbout multiplication: perbaps atonms are too. On the other hand, the reconstituted atoms may easily be of different species from those out of whose debris they have been built up, and under conditions wbere any reconstitution can occur it is possible that atoms are made which are more complex than any of which we have direct knowledge. Perhaps, too, the inorganic cycle is more nearly parallel to the appearance, progressive evolution and final disappearance of a group of animal forms which some writers have imagined to be the birtb, growth and death of an organism drawn out on an extended scale. I do not know.
Such are some of the ideas familiar in biology which bave appeared in the explanations of our experience of wbat is not alive. As I have stated them, they are to some extent inconsistent with one another and they lead to no certain conclusion; they furnish, however, an assemblage of concurring and converging probabilities which encourage one to think it possible that things which are alive and things which are not alive constitute in effect one series, beginning with hydrogen atoms and reaching up to man, and perhaps on to angels, not arranged in a continuous linear succession but on a scheme resembling the phylogenetic line of the animal kingdom. The units (or " wholes " as Smuts would call them) which make up the series are of progressively increasing complexity, structural and functional, and must be compared against one another as they stand, irrespective of their composition. A hydrogen atom, a molecule of albumin, a bacillus, a dog are comparable as such, and it is not necessarily of any moment that bydrogen is the basic stuff of all matter, that proteids are essential constituents of all live organisms, or that a mammal is made up of many bits, each of which is more or less like a unicellular organism; in no case is the behaviour of the more complex whole simply the sum of the behaviour of its constituents. Snch a view satisfies our natural antipathy to a dualistic explanation of the universe and makes the old controversy about vitalism and mechanism largely unnecessary. It tells us nothing about the nature of life; by indicating that organisms are analogous to elements, it encourages us to think of life as being as insoluble as gravitation, give up the attempt to make out what it is and, as Lovatt Evans recomrnends, spend our time more fruitfully in studying its phenomena. If you like to be paradoxical, you can say that live things are dead, or if you prefer it, that dead things are alive. Both at bottom have much the same characters, and it is unlikely that any sharp distinction between them can be drawn.
We pose to ourselves the question: Is the bacteriophage (or Gye's cancer agent, or the virus of plant mosaic, or any other " virus ") alive or dead? in the belief that we are asking a crucial question to which there is a definite obtainable answer which would solve our troubles. In doing so we put up one of those false antitheses which so often lead us astray. The difficulty in most scientific work lies in framing the questions rather than in finding the answers, and by the time we are in a position to know what the crucial question really is we have generally pretty well got the answer. In this case "live or dead" is a stupid question because it does not exhaust the possibilities. Our general notion of the structure of the universe leads us to expect that we shall meet with things that are not. so live as a sunflower and not so dead as a brick, and a consideration of what we know about " filtrable viruses" and similar "agents " brings us to the conclusion that they represent part of this intermediate group. Let us see how far they conform with what are, in ordinary language, admittably " live " and " dead."
Size.-Essentially they are very small though just how small it is impossible to say. They must be ultimately particulate because all matter is so arranged, and from the readiness with which they are adsorbed on to appropriate surfaces the particles are presumably much larger than the molecules of simple salts. Passage through filters with pores of different sizes turns out to be a complicated and dubious method of measurement, and the effects of centrifugalization may depend more on the specific gravity than the size of the particles. They are invisible, and ultramicroscopy shows nothing in the infective blood of polyhedral caterpillar disease, at least down to 50 pq-' (and probably down to 15 ,tqI), which qualitatively and quantitatively cannot be seen in normal blood. Levaditi says (in error according to Bedson) that herpes virus goes through membranes which hold back complement and tetanus toxin; it is possible to concentrate solutions of hEemoglobin in the centrifuge. Taking one thing with another and reckoning that some viruses are doubtless larger than others, an average diameter of about 25 ,u,u (0 * 025 ,t) seems a reasonable assumption, aboutthe diameter of the smallest bacillus, about the same size as the colloidal aggregates of dissolved hemoglobin and with room for 200 to 400 proteid molecules.
Now it is characteristic of all groups of animals and plants that they have upper and lower limits of size.' There is no mammal, fish, mollusc or insect which is not perceptible bare eye any more than there is any bacillus which can be seen without a magnifying glass. It is also in a general way true that there is nothing which has the properties which we commonly associate with bacteria which is not at some stage in its life visible with the highest powers of the ordinary microscope or en masse in culture, though of course, if rules of this kind were too absolute they would imply a more anthropomorphic world than most people nowadays are prepared to flatter themselves with. Frank bacteria and protozoa may have minute phases: Leishman showed long ago that the spirochate of African relapsing fever might in the tick be invisible and filtrable and we cannot reject the evidence that even the tubercle bacillus may exist in a similar state. But no definite bacillus is known which is much smaller than pneumosintes, and it seems likely that at a diameter of something like 0 25 ,u (250 /t), i.e., somewhere about the limit of direct microscopic vision, there is a break in the series which runs continuously "downwards from the largest bacilli (wbich would be visible na'ked eye if they were 20 times as big as they are) just as the series of mammals stops at a weight of about 5 grammes and the series of beetles at a length of about 0 5 mm. The largest Bacilluts megaterium is some 25,000 times the bulk of Dialister pneumosintes, which is a relative difference of the same order as that between a pigmy shrew and a big man or between a laboratory guineapig and a large elephant. D. pneutmosintes is about 400 times the bulk of what we imagine to be an average virus, and if there are no large viruses (the organism of cattle pleuro-pneumonia being probably bacillary) there may be more than seems at first sight in our definition of the agents we are discussing, by the facts that they cannot be seen and that they will pass through filters with very small holes-a system of classification which has often -been laughed at, though it could be applied well enough to many animal groups. Comp9sition.-A--diameter of 0 025 I. does not give much room or many facilities for complicated vital actions. We do not know what occupies that tiny bulk; we do not even know that viruses are mainly proteid. There would be room for a larger number of simpler molecules though it is doubtful whether in any simulacrum of life this would compensate for the absence of the unique combination of chemical flexibility and physical stability which proteids possess and without which, as far as we know, " life " does not exist. The antigenic quality of viruses is our only evidence that they contain proteid. Clinically and experimentally they confer a resistance to reinfection which is, in comparison with antibacterial immunities, singularly intense and durable, and is associated with antiviral properties in the blood-serum. As against this we have: (1) that antiviral serum contains.
only a simple neutralizing principle like an antitoxin (and possibly not actually effective in vitro) and has no specific agglutinin precipitin or (this is very doubtful) complement-fixing immune body; (2) that it is doubtful (though hardly, I think, more than that at present) whether it is still true to say that all antigens are proteid in nature; (3) that substances like diphtheria toxin and the substance which Murphy has separated from the Rous sarcoma seem to be proteids of rather a special and simple kind. Another point which may be germane is that the dose of virus used for infection makes much less difference in the result than it often does with bacteria. The infective units are evidently present in enormous numbers in e.g. the veoicle fluid in foot-and-mouth disease which may be diluted 1 in 10 million and still carry on infection. There is a minimum infecting dose, which shows that infection is due to something definite and not to magic, but once this is passed the rate at which the resultant illness develops and the degree to which it reaches are not much affected by giving 1,000 or 10,000 times as much. The big doses of bacteria which are often administered to animals contain bacterial substance by whole milligrammes by which the symptoms and course of the infection may be greatly influenced. The absence of such poisoning effects with large doses of virus may, of course, be due to the small quantity of virus substance which is given, but it quite possibly follows from its quality. There is indeed no evidence that viruses contain or produce poisonous substances as do so many bacteria.
We cannot therefore affirm that viruses differ radically in composition from e.g. the typhoid bacillus-nor that they do not. We probably have no business to make an assumption either way.
Metabolism.-The attempts which have been made to demonstrate the production of carbon dioxide by viruses have failed, but the quantities involved are small and the technical difficulties large, so that we cannot regard the evidence as conclusive. It seems, however, that if they have any respiratory exchange it musst be at a much slower rate per infective dose than that of ordinary bacteria.
Stability and resistance to harmful agents.-Some viruses at any rate can retain their activity in vitro for several years. Some bacteriophages endure for a long time in bacteria-free filtrates; the Rous tumour virus can be kept almost indefinitely in dried tumour tissue. Others are more labile and are difficult to keep over a period of days. There is much the same variability as there is with bacteria and bacterial toxins: viruses as a class are not characteristically unstable, evanescent things.
A good deal has been made from time to time of their resistance to heat and protoplasmic poisons. Here again the results are very various and differ with the sort of virus and the conditions of experiment; there are no general rules. But there are a remarkable number of instances of viruses which have resisted temperatures up to 750 C., and treatment with chloroform, alcohol, ether, toluol, phenol, acids, alkalies, and so forth. Formalin destroys many of them quickly, which is curious, for its action in coagulating proteids is much slower than that of alcohol, which they often resist. As a whole they are certainly more resistant than vegetative bacteria, but it is not certain that they differ markedly from bacterial spores. In several particulars this resistance recalls that of enzymes, and their peculiarities may be another reason for suspecting that they are not made of quite ordinary proteids. Their is-nothing in their size per se which should protect them.
Capacity for independent life and multiplication.-There is no convincing evidence that any virus has grown and multiplied in artificial culture, though successes have been reported, and the observations of the Maitlands on vaccinia are difficult to explain away: they would have been more impressive if animal cells could have been kept out of the medium altogether. Living cells are in all cases necessary, which may be supplied by living bacteria, living animals or plants or tissue cultures. That they really do multiply under these conditions seems beyond question: indefinite serial passage of an infective virus (e.g. foot-and-mouth disease) through experimental animals (e.g. guinea-pigs), indefinite subculture of the bacteriophage, quantitative ,tissue culture of the Rous agent-indeed all the evidence we have is conclusive on that point. Viruses are certainly not enzymes. Apart from living cells they may for a long time survive, i.e., remain in such a state that, on altering the conditions, they can give rise to their characteristic effect-vaccinia, a sarcoma, bacteriolysis, etc. But there is no evidence that they multiply under these conditions, and multiplication at the expense of the environment is probably regarded by most of us as the most important criterion of life.
For their multiplication, young growing cells are especially suitable, and it may be quite necessary. The bacteriophage multiplies only with the multiplication of the associated bacteria', and vaccinia, herpes, Rous sarcoma, etc., develop and multiply especially in connexion with the growth of cells which results from local injury. Cell injury and cell growth are so intimately related that I know of no case wilere cell growth can certainly be excluded, but at present we cannot be quite certain that it is necessary. It seems also to be true that viruses multiply only in the course of the production of their specific effect.
But though the fact of multiplication is plain, it is by no means proved that it is effected in the way which is familiar in bacteria and living organisms generally. We put in so much virus and we get out more: we have no evidence, nor, I think, the right to assume, that the particles which we get out are the direct descendants of those we put in.
It may be that these facts are best explained by supposi'ng that viruses are obligatory intracellular parasites, and that the difficulty of cultivating them on artificial media will be solved when we can imitate sufficiently closely the essential features of the intracellular environment: pathogenic protozoa were not cultivated at the first trial. Very few bacteria live inside animal cells, and it is perhaps significant that those that do (e.g. Brucella abortus and Bacterium tularense) are among the smallest of the group. Viruses have, of course, not been seen inside cells, but their dependence on living cells, and the considerable regularity with which their presence is indicated by cytoplasmic and intranuclear " bodies " (some of them of specifically characteristic appearances) make it quite likely that such a position is their natural habitat, in which they multiply and from which they spread, as they do, to other places, liquids and secretions. This habitat might have something to do with the peculiarities of their immunological relations. Living within cells it is perhaps unnecessary for them to produce any definite toxins: mechanical disorganization of the cellular anatomy might well be the effective cause of the injuries they produce. The general symptoms of infections (headache, fever, prostration) are caused, as in bacterial infections, mostly by substances derived from the injured cells of thie host, and these would also account for part at any rate of any local inflammatory response.
Such an explanation would do quite well for the viruses that accompany infectious diseases and would cover the facts for the bacteriophage. But phenomena are known which are surely more or less analogous, and which it is hardly possible to regard as due to parasites of any kind.
There is, for instance, the agent which induces cells to become malignant, indicated years ago by the Imperial Cancer Research Fund (Haaland and Russell) when they showed that close contiguity with malignant epithelial cells might cause normal connective tissue to grow into a transplantable sarcoma-one of the great discoveries of pathology. People had known that they met with tumours occasionally which seemed to be mixtures of carcinoma and sarcoma; they knew too that the cells at the edge of small epitheliomas looked as if they were being transformed and were on the way to become malignant, through the prevalence of a curious dogma to the effect that this could not really be so generally prevented them talking about it. The experimental mouse work explained these appearances: without it they could have carried no serious inference that cancer cells might influence normal cells towards malignancy. Unless we suppose that tumour cells pervert neighbouring normal cells by argument, persuasion, example, or some other sort of immaterial communication, we naturally assume that some substance passes out from the one to affect the other. All attempts to demonstrate this substance in dead tumour cells or in extracts of them uniformly failed until Rous came across his fowl sarcoma and showed that it could be transmitted indefinitely from bird to bird by -dried dead cells or by filtrates which contained nothing that could be seen or cultivated. This particular tumour produces the substance in a form so stable that it can be examined and played with when it is detached from live cells. With most transplantable tumours it is present in such small amounts, or more likely in such a labile unstable form, that its clear demonstration is not possible: the carcinomasarcoma experiment comes off only with a minority of mouse carcinomas. Gye has shown that its activity may be modified, enhanced or depressed, by various conditions, which helps to explain the difficulties and apparent inconsistencies which are met with in its experimental investigation. But a fair number of tumours have now been transmitted by filtrates, and there is, I think, no reason to doubt that the production of this carcinogenic substance is a common property of all malignant growths. We believe that all pathogenic bacteria, or at any rate all the larger ones, produce extracellular toxins: there is no other way in which they can injure the tissues. But in many instances they are so unstable that it is at the best difficult. to demonstrate their presence apart from the bodies of the bacilli, and impossible to investigate them in detail. Nor should we, I think, be too shy of drawing general conclusions from such specially easy and demonstrative examples as Providence has provided for our learning and pushes under our noses, till even our stupidity is bound to take notice: diphtheria and tetanus for toxins, the guinea-pig's peculiar bronchial musculature for anaphylaxis, mice and tar for tumours, radium are such sign-posts; the Rous tumour is another.
Another analogous phenomenon takes us, I think, a step further. The products of autolysis of dead cells in the body, in suitable concentration, stimulate tissue growth. It is a beautiful self-regulating mechanism in which the amount of stimulus is proportionate to the amount of cell destruction, and therefore to the amount of cell growth required, and it is obviously of the highest importance for survival-a far more potent factor in selection and evolution than any disease has ever been. As it normally operates in healing our cut fingers, the final result is simply the restoration of the cells which were destroyed. But if the normal restraint exercised by neighbouring tissues is evaded and use made of tissue cultures, the products of autolysis or metabolism (in the form of extracts of tissues, tumours, or embryos) stimulate growth indefinitely and a much larger quantity of tissue may be obtained than we started with. From the autolysis of this a larger amount of stumulating substance may be obtained, and there seems no reason why this process of multiplication should have any limit: normal tissues in the physical isolation of tissue cultures are as immortal as malignant tissues in their physiological isolation from the rest of the body.
No one would, I think, pretend that these products of autolysis are alive in any ordinary sense of the word. They have not received nearly as much attention as they deserve, but they are probably of relatively simple and discoverable constitutions.
Yet applied to cells they cause growth, and in so doing potentially increase their own quantity; this is very much what the Rous agent does. There are, too, these further minor similarities: the Rous agent stimulates one particular type of cell (white fibrous connective tissue) to malignancy, some extracts of normal tissues stimulate fibroblasts in tissue culture while others act specially in epithelial cells; the activity of the Rous agent may be encouraged or depressed by the simultaneous presence of other tissue extracts, some tissue extracts inhibit growth instead of encouraging it.
But the chief impoTtance of the analogy is, I think, in throwing light on the nature and originof the Rous virus. If we agree to put theproducts of autolysis in the category "dead," by what difference are we to separate the Rous virus as being " alive"? It cannot be cultivatede apart from live cells, it multiplies only under conditions where its specific activity is displayed, its inaWtiyation bythloroform and otber protoplasmic poisons does not take it nearer life-than are toxins or enzymes or indeed simple metallic catalysts, and its retention of activity after the drastic methods of purification recently described by Murphy seems to definitely exclude it from " live." As to its origin, all the evidence seems to concur in indicating that the Rous virus arises de novo in each tumour. There is no epidemiological evidence that cancer comnes into the body from outside; everything we know supports the classical view that it is a local autochthonous disease. Most of the experimental work with the virus has started with an actual tumour, and it is therefore just possible that an agent might be carried along through the whole series which originated somewhere else than in a tumour. But experimental sarcomas produced by embryo extract and indol, arsenic or tar have been transmitted by filtrates, and if others have failed to reproduce Carrel's results I would only remark that in a question like this one positive experiment is worth more than a great many negative ones. Epitheliomas are easily produced in mice by tar and in men by chronic irritation, and if we believe that all malignant tumours contain more or less of a carcinogenic agent akin to the Rous virus, it follows that we can with a considerable degree of certainty stimulate normal tissues to produce virus. It is, therefore, not very remarkable that Murphy, Leitch, and Brebner have at any rate occasionally demonstrated a carcinogenic agent in preparations of normal tissues (testes, pancreas and embryo plus placental extract).
It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the Rous virus arises in the tumour.
There is no doubt that it is a means by which a tumour may be experimentally dispersed through any number of available animals, and it is apparently responsible for some at any rate of the metastases which occur in the course of the natural disease. But there is no evidence that such a virus ever naturally causes a fresh tumour, and we learn the important lesson that the means by which a disease is propagated may not be the same as that by which it was originally started. This consideration becomes particularly interesting when we try to bring a frankly infectious disease such as foot-and-mouth disease, measles or smallpox into comparison. Brought up as we all have been in the heyday of bacteriology, it is a little difficult for us to get an unprejudiced view of the situation. Because an agent is constantly associated with and, as we believe, is the cause of a disease very similar to others which we feel assured are caused by bacteria, we naturally assume that its natural history is more or less similar to that of bacteria. We might have been in a better position to take a just view of the facts if we had lived in pre-bacteriological days, or if we could put on some of the complexion of Charles Creighton's outlook and do our best to imitate his learning and industr.y.
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The chief way in which the virus of e.g. foot-and-mouth disease differs from the Rous agent, and, going a step further back, from the products of autolysis (or metabolism) which stimulate growth, is that it seems to spread about pretty easily from one individual to another: chiefly, I think, from the parallel of bacteria we take this to imply the possibility of independent life and probably independent multiplication. But we have no direct evidence of this: all we know is that, like the Rous agent, it can be deliberately dispersed through any number of individuals indefinitely, and that it multiplies only when and where it'produces its specific effect. The blister which is determined on the foot of an inoculated guinea-pig by slight local injury is pre-eminently the place in the body where the virus is found in the largest amount, and, trying to be as open-minded as we can, we must allow'that this may be due either to the lesion being produced where the agent is present in greatest quantity, or to the agent being produced in greatest quantity where' the lesion is.
You may say that if the guinea-pig is inoculated with a filtrate, i.e. with nothing but virus, the lesion must be due to the virus; no doubt that is in a general way true, but it does not follow that the whole of what we call the lesion is due to the immediate and direct action of the virus. Local effects at the site of inoculation (if they occur) prove nothing: they may well be determined by the concomitant injury.
Putting aside all bacteriological analogy, we have no proof that the particles of virus which we get out of the lesion are directly descended from those we put in. In other words, we have to reopen the question which most of us-regard as settled: is the agent the cause of the disease or is the disease the cause of the agent? Another stupid antithesis, for the alternatives are not mutually exclusive: both might be true.
From the time when Pasteur first began to persuade the world that microorganisms might be something more important and effective than microscopical curiosities, there have never been wanting nonconformists who have held that microbes were the result rather than the cause of putrefaction, fermentation, and disease. It is very difficult-indeed, it seems impossible-to believe in this thesis in respect of bacteria which can be shown to have an independent life bycultivation and which can be inoculated into an animal with the production of a definite disease (e.g., tuberculosis); the bacteria which we get out of the experimental lesion may without undue credulity be supposed to be the direct descendants of tbose wbich we have put in to produce it. But, as Hamer and Crookshank remind us, we have quite possibly gone too far in identifying a "disease " with its accompanying microbe and defining diseases in terms of what we believe to be their causative agents. If it is sound to do this (as it certainly appears to be) witb some epidemic diseases, it does not follow that the method can properly be applied to all of them. After all similarity" between diseases is liable to be superficial: most of the clinical symptoms of infections are due to the reaction of the body, and on a priori grounds one would expect resemblance between diseases of quite diverse wtiology. I conclude, therefore, that we have to admit the possibility that, as in the Rous sarcoma, the viruses which we associate with certain diseases are not their original causes though they may be the means by which they are propagated and carried on.
You will probably say-and I think with a good deal of justification-that it is contrary to all common sense to suggest seriously that the virusesof diseases like smallpox, measles or rabies arise anew in each infected person. And it may indeed be nonsense. It is evidently more confoi mable with our general experience and with the epidemiological dogma to which we subscribe to lay stress on the definite way in which each case can be traced to a preceding case and that to another and so on, explaining such examples of apparently spontaneous origin as we meet with by carriers and the imperfections of our data rather than by the, concurrence of a favoutrable epidemicconstitution of the atmosphere. With that point of view I quite agree: the evidence that in an epidemic something is passed on from one case to the next seems extremely strong. But at the same time I cannot 66 12 altogether get rid of the uneasy suspicions which intrude when I think of e.g. footand-mouth disease, distemper or labial herpes. Distemper seems to be everywhere where there are susceptible animals, and if the stock of dogs at Mill Hill can be kept free from it indefinitely it will be'a point of much more than technical interest.-As to foot-and-mouth disease, in which no material connexion between one outbreak and another can be discovered, I think that the unbiassed man in the street would say that the facts showed either that the virus was universally dispersed, possibly in some common animal (such as the hedgehog') other than the cow, or that the disease was continually beginning afresh.
Labial herpes seems in much the same position. Epidemics may be found by ransacking the literature but they are certainly not common. Not only has herpes no connexion with itself but it has a definite association with other diseasespneumonia and severe catarrhs: its possible relation to human encephalitis does not help us-both are blind men. It is possible that the virus is an offshoot from the pneumococcus, though when Perdrau looked for it in pneumonic lungs he found instead another "agent" which could be transmitted through rabbits in series.
I daresay, however, that some simple explanation will be found for these epidemiological difficulties and that any suspicions that we may have about the origin of these viruses will be allayed. Viruses can remain dormant in live animals for a long time and carriers might be activated by a variety of incidents. But what are we to make of such a phenomenon as virus III? Virus III is made manifest by inoculating a filtrate of an .emulsion of a rabbit's testis into the testis of another rabbit. This procedure is sometimes followed by-an inflammatory reaction and the production of intranuclear "bodies," and if this inflamed testis is emulsified and the filtrate inoculated into another fresh rabbit the inflammatory condition is reproduced: thereafter the "disease" can be carried on indefinitely. It is not fatal, and after bad attack has subsided a rabbit is refractory to further inoculations and his bloodserum can prevent infection with active virus. If we knew nothing of bacteriology, should we not conclude that the virus had been generated by our procedures from the tissues of the normal testis? The only evidence to the contrary is analogy, and the slender fact that the phenomenon comes off more easily in New York than in London rabbits. I do not know how many people have tried similar experiments with other apparently normal tissues: if they had been positive we should certainly have heard about them; Leitch's, Brebner's, and Murphy's successses with sarcoma have already been mentioned and bacteriolysins transmissible in series hate been extracted from normal organs.
It might be expected that what we know of immunity to these viruses would throw some light on their origin and nature, but as a matter of fact it does not seem to give us much help; as far as it goes, it is perhaps against their autochthonous origin. Two points are certainly clear. In susceptibility to reinoculation and in the neutralizing properties of the blood-serum, the immune reactions are at least as sharply specific as they are with most bacteria; some viruses show immunological races as bacteria do. The facts of natural immunity are also very similar: a virus may affect one, two, or several species of host and have special affinities for certain tissues. We might use this analogy, and the general proposition that immune reactions occur only if the antigen and the reacting animal are of different species to argue that viruses must come from outside the affected animal, and to say e.g. that if virus III originates from rabbit tissues it ought not to stimulate a rabbit to an antiresponse as it does. The argument seems to be rather a strong one, but it is not-conclusive. It is easy to suppose that the virus, whatever its origin, would not have on it the stamp of complete rabbitness: considering its size and its other peculiarities it would perhaps be rather remarkable if it had. We know, too, now that the general immunological rule about specific differences and specific identities has many exceptions. The lens of the rabbit's eye is antigenic to the rabbit and in common with such proteids as casein and egg-albumin it is not species specific; a mother reacts to the blood-corpuscles of her feetus if they happen to belong to a different blood-group; the development of one tar cancer makes all the rest of a mouse's skin refractory to the development of another, though whether the resistance is to the mouse's own malignant tissues or to a virus which has developed in them we do not know. One can hardly, then, I think, be sure that a virus has an extraneous origin because an animal treats it as an antigen.
Whatever filtrable virus we look at we meet with the same difficulties. A good many people are willing to believe that the bacteriophage is generated by its bacillus-which is probably the truth. And they would explain the way in which each bacteriophage more or less fits its own bacillus by its having originated from that bacillus. Others see in their multiplicity evidence that bacteriophages are really live organisms with the characteristic variability and adaptability. It is perhaps more than a coincidence that it is in another group of plants that the same difficulty has arisen: the agents of plant mosaic diseases have never been found apart from affected plants; they have not been cultivated; no one can be sure whether there8isone virus or many viruses. Lysozyme is another pbenomenon about which one would like to know more. It is widely distributed in animals and plants and is abundant in egg white; withstands drying, alcobol, chloroform, etc.; acts on dead as well as live bacteria, and would pass for an enzyme were it not increased 'in amount by dissolving Micrococcus lysodeikticus. Such multiplication during the exhibition of its activity seems to connect, it with the viruses, but Fleming says that it cannot be carried on by serial cultures., If viruses do originate in tissue cells, what are we to imagine that they are? B6champ's ghost 'would answer microzymes, as I told you seventy years ago." Altmann would say bioblasts, others micelle and even mitochondria, and all the people who have imagined that cells are made up of much smaller essential elementary live particles would see in the present development the fulfilment of their prophecies. They cannot all have been exactly right; bioblasts are quite big, and mitochondria (which some have supposed to be-symbiotic organisms) are also visible, and not only to the elect. But it may well be that they were making as shrewd guesses at the truth as Prout did when he suggested that all elements were ultimately compounded of hydrogen. Till Harrison did it we had not suspected that the-cells of warm-blooded animals could be cultivated in vitro. If they can live and;imultiply, divorced from their proper commtinity, is'it'aJtbgdther:impo sible that pas of:'ells might have something of a separate existence also just as electrons-may operate apart from atoms? Granting that they might, why should they have such injurious effects? To which there are two answers; first, we apprehend only such disembodied parts of cells as, produce some definite effect which we can observe', and, as it happens we have perceived only those which do damage: second, believing as the fundamental proposition of morbid anatomy th'at structure and function go hand in hand, we should naturally expect such gross aberration of structure to result in such a departure from the normal course of function as, in this so nicely adapted world, would'manifest itself as injurious.
What to make of all this confused mass of facts and speculation I do not know. We seem to have a fairly definite group of things which: (a) are very small; (b) can multiply; (c) have no independent life; (d) are of uncertain origin. Of their multiplication we know that the association of live,. cells is necessary, and that it occurs when the specific effect of the agent is manifested: we do not know that direct multiplication is possible at all. Of their origin, we have strong grounds for thinking that some' are derived from live cells and we cannot excluide this ancestry for any of them. They seem, too, to form a series: (1) the growth-promoting substances from tissues show indirect multiplication but make no other suggestion of life; (2) lysozyme would pass for an enzyme except that it can multiply; (3) the Rous agent and the bacteriophage arise repeatedly in malignant tumours and bacteria respectively, and may be in some sense alive, but they are not independent species of animals or plants; (4) the pathogenic viruses represent a further step towards being wholly alive. Taking one thing with another, I am inclined to think that they are both the cause and the result of their diseases as Sanfelice suggested for epithelioma contagiosum. Somehow or other a virus arises in an animal or plant and by its action on the tissues causes them to produce more of itself. Some viruses (eg., smallpox) acquire a considerable capacity of spreading from infected to normal individuals and the majority of cases of the disease are so caused; the virus is on the way towards independence. Others (e.g., herpes) have little or no power of dispersion and most cases are due to the virus arising de novo under the appropriate stimulus (whatever that may be). You may say that if that is so it is strange that one case of herpes is so like another and that epidemic virus diseases are so uniform in their characters and so "true to type." It is, indeed, rather curious, but the circumstances which lead to the generation of a virus are presumably often repeating themselves, the possibilities of parts of cells having a separate existence are very likely limited, and after all the specific characters of infectious diseases are not always very sharply defined. However, these are difficulties which I am not prepared to solve; my object has been to ask questions rather than to answer them.
